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Superstar Trek legend and veteran author William Shatner discusses the meaning of life, finding
worth in work, and living good whatever your age. His funny, provocative, and poignant
reflections present an unforgettable read about a remarkable man." And Shatner is usually
booked.)William Shatner is definitely one of our most beloved entertainers, and he intends
never to stop entertaining. After mulling over the lessons he's learned, the places he's been, and
all of the miracles and unusual occurrences he's witnessed over the course of an enduring career
in Hollywood and on the stage, he attained one simple rule for living a long and good existence:
don't die.It is the only one-size-fits-all advice, Shatner argues in Live Long and. With a combined
mix of pithy humor and thoughtful vulnerability, Shatner lays out his trip from childhood to peak
stardom and all the bumps in the road.:What I Learned On the way, because everyone has a
unique lifestyle?but, to help people out, he's willing to share stories from his exclusive life..
(Sometimes the literal road, as regarding his 2,400-mile motorcycle trip in the united states with
a bicycle that didn't function. Still, a short health scare in 2016 forced him to consider stock."I've
constantly felt," William Shatner says early in his newest memoir, that "just like the great
comedian George Burns, who lived to 100, I couldn’t die provided that I was booked.
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Fascinating check out the life of a Legend Audiobook was a fantastic purchase, read in the tone
of voice of William Shatner. A fascinating, funny, and deeply individual look at Shatner's
existence, with few stones still left unturned. I really like this book! I actually am a longtime
lover of William Shatner, its great to read his stories that you otherwise would not hear. I
remember when I had read William Shatner’s reserve “Up Till Now” I had thought to myself, wow
this guy should write a reserve about longevity.. In the event that you wondered why Shatner
continues to be so active, this reserve shares his travel and passion forever. After reading this
book, you’re still left with the sensation that Bill is quite a fascinating guy! It's as interesting to
the point of captivating sometimes, it's quirky and odd at times, it never stops moving - all like
Shatner himself. In case you have a big drive approaching for the holidays - and if you're a
Shatner lover, don't miss the possibility to take this audio CD established (5 disks) with you..
Surprisingly, this is a philosophy book. An often humorous philosophy book! Shatner shares his
personal keys for living a full life but never tells the reader that’s how they should live and,
actually, points out that every individual could have his/her own things that motivate, comfort
and fulfill his/her existence. Shatner has had a lot of fun in his 8+ decades and he shares very
entertaining anecdotes in addition to recounting challenges - not in order to dwell on hardship
but to point out that it is how we approach these issues that builds our own life stories. Bill now
feels like a friend, funny and warm! A good template forever. Shatner himself in the way of a one
on one Q& And while he's 87 years outdated (congrats, Costs!), the narrative seemed to work
around in circles--horses, canines, acting, valentines, growth, multiple wives, Nimoy, horses,
dogs, acting... Loved this book I enjoy read this kind of reserve. I’m in my 50’s and Mr. Shatner’s
recap of his life type of brought forth an informative, smart template that one can follow.
Shatner The person has endless abilities and is still near the top of his game. Nothing he can't do
- act, record, write and direct. Keep writing Bill! At times, I experienced he was achieving for
something to fill up space and the reserve occasionally repeats tips and incidences. Just finished
the audio version of the book narrated by Shatner himself. Just what a fun friend he'd be! Great
read Good read I am a lover of Shatner, but even if you aren't (c'mon! Living Life Fully It seems
each time I browse a biography of somebody I like, I am disappointed and guarantee myself
never to do that again due to seeing all the character flaws of the individual under a microscope
thus clearly and finding out how different the individual is than his community persona.
However, this delightful book that is narrated by William Shatner seems to be an exception: it
includes a lot of entertaining and thought-provoking anecdotes along with his philosophy of
how exactly to live life fully and his thoughts and emotions about death. Four and a half stars.
Gift Christmas gift Rage, rage against the dyibg light Extremely inspiring and interesting. His
existence experiences are expansive. I came across a great deal of wish in this. Life is usually
what we make it. Many thanks for sharing. Liked his writing style, anecdotes, and honesty.
impossible!), you'll enjoy this publication! After listening to the audiobook I purchased the
hardcover book. It is created with humor and personal deprecation.? Loved this book. But I
certainly liked his reminiscences and his undertake taking advantage of our time on this earth.
Audio version is the way to go. A few months later low and behold this reserve was released. I
ordered the audiobook edition of "Live Long and ...". I go for long walks in my town and enjoy
listening to audiobooks. Appeals to my older aspect! I did so that as I discover the act of reading
allows me to soak up information and or ponder the materials. This book is excellent if you are
achieving your middle-aged years and wish some good sound assistance on how best to enter
and maintain the second half you will ever have. When reading I experienced I was Having a
discussion with Bill Shatner. Strongly suggested Another great read from Mr. In a nutshell, the



info I gleaned from this reserve put me back again on track so to speak. I came across that my
mindset and practices I had formed were putting me on an easy track to premature ageing and
what Mr. I came across the written book a good reiteration to disseminate the info. I found the
audiobook very personable since it was browse by Mr. Some Interesting Highlights, but Mostly
Rambling I learned many things on the subject of William Shatner scanning this book--the tale of
the 6 valentines struck me the most deeply.A discussion. Shatner refers to as too little engaging
oneself in life.
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